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„WE IN EUROPE – SHAPING THE FUTURE“
Malick Gueyen from Senegal meets the
pupils from IES Tamogante

We can do more together:
News from Hungary on Europe Day 2018

“You can allow yourself to be black, but only if your
are a football or basketball player”
Malick Gueyen came to Gran Canaria in 2006 without
papers. The beginning was difficult, especially because
of the foreign language. Today, he tells the pupils of
IES Tamogant, he’s a member of the group “Manteros”.
“Manteros” or street sellers offer their handmade goods
for sale on a “manta” (blanket). It is illegal and
therefore they pack up their things in the blanket and
flee when the police come. In his homeland, Senegal, it
is an activity you do when you cannot do anything else.
But is not a crime there.
He described the discrimination and injustice against
his fellow men who try to do their best in their
situation.
“We all want a worthy life but they make a crime of
what people are forced to do because of poverty
At the same time, almost 4,000 km away, the partner
school Ádám Gimnázium in Hungary works on the
topic of Europe and sends wishes for Europe, wishes for
a better world.
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Then the project participants tried the recipes from our cookbook “Mein Lieblingsrezept” on Europe Day in
Hungary.

“Say it with music”: a Hymn against Prejudice and a Flash mob for Tolerance.
The Kerpen pupils performed their project hymn „Basta ya!“, which was especially composed for this occasion,
on the schoolyard. In this hymn they demand an end to racism and discrimination and take a stand on the motto
question of the current Europe Week: Me without Europe?
The audience celebrated with enthusiasm.

Afterwards many pupils danced together on the schoolyard. The song „Ich bau `ne Stadt für Dich“ illustrates the
dream for the ERASMUS+ Project to create a more just world, or, as one pupil explained, “building a new city on
our city where there is room for everyone.” Even a group from the Ulrich Grade School in Sindorf came and
participated.

.
At Gymnasium Kerpen recipes were tried and evaluated, too.
The recipes come from the cookbook
„Mein Lieblingsrezept“, a collection of
recipes from the partner countries
Hungary, Spain and Germany, as well as
the home countries of the refugees the
group works with.
The proceeds from the sale go to our
sponsored class in the Amaro Kher
Project in Cologne, a class of Roma
refugees.

Eating better together
This was the motto for the initiative ACTION NEW NEIGHBOURS – Refugee Help Archdiocese Cologne, which
the Erasmus+ pupils took part in with refugees from Syria in cooperation with Social Work
Sindorf on 28th April 2018 on
the Square of Integration in
Kerpen-Sindorf. International
groups prepared different
wraps and distributed them to
the visitors, as integration
works best through the
stomach.

At work (above): Mohanad, Mohammed and Hannah with the support of a mother (Frau Potrykus).

The Erasmus+ pupils took the opportunity to present their projects and try them out (board games and puzzles)

Another highlight of this festival was the performance of the 2nd Flash mob “Ich baue eine Stadt für dich”.

Don’t miss – Don’t miss – Don’t miss

7th July - 50th Year School Anniversary:
Presentation of (partial) Results & Flash mob for Tolerance
Join in!!
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